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—————————————————————
—————————– THE PATH OF A LORD
—————————————————————
—————————– The “Path of a Lord” is

a path that is linked to the story of the
game. Through actions and decisions, you

can shape your character. ◆"Guide the
race" feature ◆Exchange dialogue with
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your fellow lords, as well as other useful
features that are unlocked through

special quests. ◆Collect the quests to
obtain new quests, new skills, new

graphics, and other benefits. ◆An online
game where your reputation with other

lords influences your options in the game.
◆Various skills that interact in a variety of
ways. ◆The path through an unexpected
and exciting story of battles, betrayals,

and the power of the Elden Ring. ————
—————————————————————
—————– A MIX OF FANTASY, FUTURE,

AND REALITY ——————————————
————————————————– The

world of Elden Ring is the destination of
fantasy, the hope of reality, and a path
that both fantasy and reality coexist. A

world where the existence of many other
worlds is believed in, where magic draws
strength from the weak, and where the
shadows of a bright future are rising. A

world where a recent era of development
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has passed and many societies have
changed. … A vision that is not only a

fantasy. ————————————————
——————————————– THE POWER
OF THE ELDEN RING ——————————
————————————————————–
You can encounter a variety of enemies
and be defeated, but if you master the
experience, you can become stronger

than others. ◆Battle ◆Battle with fierce
enemies such as powerful Orc, ferocious
vampier, and deadly dragon. ◆Hidden

weapons such as the mysterious
“Quake”, easily accessible to anyone, is

at your disposal. ◆Utilize every weapon to
bring power to your sword and destroy

enemies to experience the power of this
fantasy world. *Some characters may not
be available depending on the level of the
game. —————————————————

———————————

Features Key:
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A Vast World
Befriend Enemies

Special Event
Multiplayer

Cinematic: Advanced Animated Battles/Dramatic Story
Choose Your Path: Become a Warrior, Fighter, or Magician

Customizable Character
Reveal of Secrets

Choose How You Learn (Explore, Solve Mini-Games, and Stat Testing)
Play at Your Own Pace

Spells and Magic

Spells: Carry out dangerous and life-changing magic while protecting you from being attacked. Element: A
character’s outlook on life, such as philosophy or political system. The level of an element is set for the
whole party. Combat Magic: Can be used on a full party member. Tactical Magic: Can be used only on allies.
Life Magic: Increases the personality level of an ally. Support Magic: Can be used even on a separate enemy.
Canceling: Canceling magic takes a certain amount of time.

Magic Apprentice: A character’s power to cast magic is fixed by lowering a character’s intellect. This is a
temporary state until the character’s level of intellect rises. Expanded Magic: Adds a new element for each
spell cast. Skill: Increases the character’s point of view.

Phase: Lifepoints are removed from the army if you do not use them within a certain time frame.

Excelling in skills: Combat skills that can raise HP and increase your damage.

Progress: The progress of the character’s skill is increased when the object is used.

Counter: If a character receives damage from an attack, this triggers a counter attack. Counter will instantly
return to the character that used it if it is used in quick succession.

Elden Lord Features

Arcane State
The Rising Passive skill line
To defeat the demon 
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5. Elden Ring Game Walkthrough 6. Link:
ANN: ■I play a male protagonist. ■In the
west of the Lands Between, including the
areas around the human settlement of
Sindac and eastern Elf and Yokai region.
■I am a knight (almost a doctor) who
specializes in health magic. ■My height is
180 cm, weight 87 kg, and I take care of
my appearance. ■I don't have any
exceptionally strong points. My technique
is awkward and I am less powerful than
others. ■The main way to win is to gain
experience. ■Animated character is
difficult. ■I can do the chest-strength
maintenance, but the strength of the
general part becomes weak. The reason
is that I cannot increase the level of
magic power. ■The main feature is
continuous motion. ■I make use of
different methods to attack. ■I can deal
damage to enemies by attacking their
shins. ■Since I have health magic, if I am
attacked, I will be healed. ■If I'm
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attacked, I'll have to maintain health
magic. ■I will not be killed, if I'm attacked
by a monster. ■I can save people who
are attacking me. ■While saving
someone, I will not be injured. ■By
saving others, I can gain a lot of
experience. ■You can't say I was
careless, because I made a conscious
effort to save people. ■My greatest
weakness is that I am wasteful. ■I
shouldn't say that it is a flaw, because I
think it is a good thing. ■My specialty is
healing. If you take care of the health of
others, I will gradually get stronger. ■I
should not regard my weakness as a flaw,
so I have constantly been using
bff6bb2d33
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ARENA: A huge arena where players fight
to the death for a prize in the game...!
PHYSICAL DAMAGE SYSTEM: A new
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system which increases the amount of
damage you receive the more you hit
your opponent. RACE: Race manipulation,
which allows you to change the
characteristics of your character...!
MULTIPLAYER: Enjoy a fun online battle
with other players...! A lot of people
throughout the country and world make
healthy eating decisions based on
convenience. But the common
misconception is that you can eat a lot of
bad foods because they are not
processed or packaged. The truth is that
even if you eat food from a fast food
chain, processed or packaged food, such
as peanut butter, for example, you are
still making bad food decisions. The fact
is that what you consume affects you on
a cellular level. Processed or packaged
foods contain certain chemicals that can
do a great deal of damage to your health.
For example, is your favorite brand of
peanut butter made from peanuts? Most
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of the time, these are cracked open and
spread upon a cracker, or made in a food
processor. If your favorite snack food is
peanut butter, chances are you are eating
a lot of refined carbohydrates. When you
eat refined carbohydrates, you often
experience insulin spikes. When insulin
spikes, it leads to what is known as “the
insulin response”, which is the growth of
fat cells. Over time, refined
carbohydrates can lead to obesity. Are
you eating fried foods? If so, you may be
eating too much of these foods.
Consumption of fried foods can result in
high levels of cholesterol. In addition to
that, they can lead to abnormal heart
rhythm and plaque build up on your blood
vessels. You can get an idea of your risk
of heart disease by looking at what food
makes up your intake. If fried foods make
up a large percentage of your daily
intake, there’s a high chance that you’re
eating too much of the wrong foods. So
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next time you’re eating something that
makes you feel satisfied, think about
what you’re really eating. Are you eating
too much fried foods or processed foods?
You will probably find that you are. So
think about the foods that you eat and
ask yourself if you need to make an
adjustment. When it comes to the food
you put into your body, you should
consider making adjustments to avoid
putting too much bad food into your
body. Warning: str

What's new in Elden Ring:

Based on your development and exploration progress over
time, you can befriend with, invest on, and switch to other
characters from the same and other groups.

If that is not enough, there are many events where you can
receive helpful items for your character! 

This is about to change, with a new update next week! We are
pleased to announce that [Teal Crowther - Lead Artist] will join
us personally for a crowdfunding campaign for the game’s
original graphic novel; The Abyss.
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We are happy that [Teal Crowther] who is a very busy graphic
artist with a customer in Europe has agreed to come here and
shared his talent for MOM! This will take about 3 days to finish
the project; and will be available for backers if you request that
it be delivered.

Teal’s passion for the project’s concept and his live illustrations
is also rubbing off on the other artists!

With your support, we’ll have this graphic novel ready for you
to benefit from. This also includes an expanded graphic novel
set, with an integrated soundtrack on CD, you can expect some
great bonus goodies.

Please sign up for your copy!

Coming in July 2016

More information soon

www.PlaneshiftGaming.com
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